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After social club visitation finds itself onJhe 
chopping block, mem~ers and officers r,eac,t 
to nixing the recruitment tradition 
JESSIE SMITH 
news editor 
A fourth social club reception Oct. 15 and 16 will replace Visitation Week 
during this fall's social club induction process. 
In previous years, Visitation Week offered · 
prospective inductees a one-on-one chance to 
meet all the members of the club they wished 
to join. After three receptions, they received an 
invitation, a list of addresses and instructions 
to visit each member of the club in the dorm 
or residence throughout the following week. 
This year, new members will find an invitation 
in their email inboxes that instead provides 
the location of a fourth reception. 
Concerns over.time fur new and old members 
alike, fr0-m bot!\ members and sponsors, 
prompted a reconsideration of the process, 
according to Zach Neal, dean of students. 
"I think [th~ change] protects the time 
of the older members and the prospective 
members," Neal said. 
Junior Tyler Alleman, vice president of 
inductions for men's social club Lambda Chi 
Theta, said he loved his visitation experience 
because he was forced to leave his comfort 
zone and build relationships 
Alleman said, while Visitaticiii°'We~k did 
push new and old members for time: the value 
added outweighed the time spent. 
"Speaking pretty much for our entire club, 
we enjoyed that time, and it was worth it," 
Alleman said. "It was a time commitment, 
but that's where we really got to know the 
new members as individuals as opposed to 
a group." 
Senior Morgan Taylor, vice president of 
women's social club Delta Gamma Rho, plans 
Club Week activities with other club vice 
presidents and viewed the loss of visitation 
as bittersweet. With over 100 active members 
this. semester,~ ta G~~ically 
inducts a class of 40-50 women. Taylor said 
~he was nervous the fourth reception might 
resemble speed-dating as members tried to 
meet everyone, but agree'd with Abston and 
Neal's proposal that it will likely be more 
efficient. 
"The club process definitely demands a 
lot . .. from students that are already in the 
club and also from students that are trying 
to get into clubs,"Taylor 
with Lambda Chi's 36 active 
members. Alleman added, 
however, that he believes 
visitation week may have 
changed because of a skewed 
perspective on the week by 
Harding decision-makers. 
"I know a lot of our 
fondest memories, mine 
personally, [are] from 
Visitation Week, and 
said. "I definitely think 
this is beneficial in that 
. .. it saves time." 
Senior Mariah Mc.<::lellan 
served as women's social club 
Delta Nu's vice president last 
year and serves as president 
I feel like we're going 
to miss some of that 
culture." 
this fall. McClellan has "I . feel like they were 
afraid of what was happening 
behind closed doors between 
old members and new 
members," Alleman said. 
"We've never had that 
-Tyler Alleman, participated in Club Week 
with Visitation Week from 
both sides: first as a new 
member, then as an organiur. 
VP of men's social-club 
Lambda Chi Theta 
problem." 
Neal said "misbehavior"was not a consideration 
when discussions regarding changes to 
visitation began, as the administration has 
always held high expectations for social clubs 
during visitation. 
Kara Abston, assistant dean of students, 
meets weekly with the lnterclub Council 
(ICC), a committee comprised of social club 
presidents and vice presidents that serves as 
a liaison between the Office of Student Life 
and social clubs. Abston said the spring ICC 
voted to change Visitation Week last semester 
after considering multiple perspectives, and 
she believes the fourth reception is an efficient 
alternative to Visitation Week. 
"It streamlines (inductees') time," Abston 
said. "They are given more time during this 
fourth round than they've had in their first, 
second or third, and in addition, they will 
be invited to participate and be a part of the 
Homecoming tailgate for that specific club." 
·- ' .. 
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Throughout her experience, 
McClellan said the slower, one-on-one pace 
of Visitation Week offered new members 
more meaningful relationships with older 
members, before the chaos of Club Week. 
"Visitation was good because you can talk 
to (new members) as much as you want," 
McClellan said. "They are in your own space, 
so they get to know you more, and by the time 
they get to Club Week, they have a better 
handle on who everybody in the club is and 
what they are like." 
McClellan said, while visitation's new 
format may save time outside of the club 
process, it limits the amount of time clubs 
have to build relationships. 
"I don't think it will provide the same 
kind of understanding of the members that 
visitation would have," McClellan said. 
The first round of club receptions will 
start Sept. 10, and the process will conclude 
with induction ceremonies on Oct. 21. Club 
Week is Oct. 22-26. 
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Photos by STERLING MCMICHAEL 
Sophomore Rebecca Light, sophomore Kelsey Rice 
and Junior Josh Sellers participate in social club open 
on Sept. 3 and 4 in the Ganus Activities Complex. Peil 
a decision handed down by the lnterclub Council to 
remove Visitation Week, clubs will now have to add 
another reception, bringing the reception to~I to four. 
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Photo by LOREN WILLIAMS 
.The Stevens Art and Design Center welcomes students back 
to school with a new roof and a revamped air conditioning 
system on Sept. 3. The physical resources department 
worked throughout the summer on the different renovations. 
Art building comes a 
long way frotn 1)969 
NOAH TURNER 
student writer 
The renovation of the Mildred 
Taylor Stevens Memorial Art 
Center, commonly referred to as 
the Stevens Art and Design Center, 
started the day after graduation 
and included a new roof, energy-
saving windows and a change in 
location for the ceramics room. 
The current art and design 
building stands wh~re President 
George S. Benson's home used to 
be. The rear of the building was 
built in 1969 beside Benson's home 
and has not been renovated since. 
In 1999, that house was removed, 
and the front part of the building, 
was constructed. 
Danny DeRamus, directo.t'. 
of physical resources, said his 
department acted as the general 
contractor for the renovation. 
Physical resources worked with 
the architect, Mike Steelman, 
who is also an adjunct professor 
for the interior design department. 
•what this project was is 
basically a revamp of the HVAC 
systems in the whole building," 
DeRamus said. 
The cost was a little less than 
$15 million, according to DeRamus, 
and he said the renovation provided 
better air quality and temperature 
control to the entire building. 
Accordig to DeRamus, "mold 
or mildew showed up when 
offices or classrooms were shut 
for long periods of time - over 
the summer for instance - and 
the air circulation was poor." 
The primary purpose of the 
renovation was to replace the air 
conditioning system and make the 
building more efficient. Several 
other improvements were ma_de, 
however, including more efficient 
LED lights being installed, the 
ceramics studio and main classroom 
completely being redone, and the 
senior design studio and computer 
lab being redone and expanded. 
Daniel Adams, chair of the 
department of art and design and 
professor of art, said plans for a 
complete remodel of the building 
had to be reprioritized. 
"Originally we had thought 
we would do a complete remodel, 
but because [President Bruce] 
McLarty, rightly so, has a v~ry 
conservative look at the budget, 
that was something that didn't fit 
into the plans of the university," 
Adams said. 
Plans for enclosing the courtyard 
and turning it into a new gallery 
space and remodeling the current 
galleries and using them for 
classrooms were in conversation 
but not finalized . 
"At this point, unless a donor 
is found to fund any of the early 
projects that were proposed, [ we] 
will not be pursuing those in 
the near future. [It] would have 
been nice to have, but we have 
all .we need to continue to offer a 
successful art and design program 
for approximately 150 majors -
and our space is looking great, 
as soon as we finish moving in." 
Senior Kelly Horne, graphic 
design major, said she is happy 
with the improvements made 
to the senior design studio and 
computer lab. 
"There was talk of [the 
renovation] being bigger, and I 
am kind of upset we didn't get a 
. sec~nd gallery," Horne said. "But 
the fact that we're not burning 
up in here in August is really 
nice. In the past, we would walk 
in, and we would be sweating. 
It's a noticeable difference to be 
comfortable because of the air 
conditioning." 
The Stevens Art Gallery is 
currently hos~--a s4,ow-about the 
recent Art & Design International 
summer trip and the work that was 
produced by the art students who 
traveled the world. All students 
are encouraged to attend current 
and upcoming exhibitions. 
Based on University Capitol 
Expenditure Report 
l1f.-GNRW 
II 
Replace all of the old fan coils with a new 
HVAC system with fresh-air capabilities 
and remove the old operable windows 
with a new insulated storefront glass 
system. Replace any damaged ceilings 
and paint the walls. Relocate two rooms 
and plumbing in both rooms. Replace roof 
due to failing decking and the age of the 
roof. 
FINANCE/BUDGET: 
Academic Renovation Budget Fund of 
$500,000 for FYIB and $500,000 for FY19 
used for this project. Remaining funding 
will come from University excess 
revenue. 
HVAC REPLACEMENT $544,000 
CONTRACTUALSVCS $26tOOO 
ROOF $180,000 
PLUMBING $120,000 
ACOUSTICAL $65,000 
GLASS / DOORS $54,000 
DEMO / STORAGE $38,000 
FLOORING $33,000 
IS& T $25,000 
PAINT · $22,000 
MILLWORK $10,000 
CONTINGENCY $100,000 
TOTAL $1,458,000 
Graphic by DARRIAN BAGLEY 
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Cafeteria etnbraces green initiative 
Straws are out, reusable to-go boxes are in 
MADISON EDWARDS 
student writer 
Starting in the Charles White 
Dining Hall, Harding University 
is making changes toward an eco-
friendlier campus this school year. 
These trends began in 2017 
when former Student Association 
(SA) Freshman Representative and 
Chair of the Food Committee, 
sophomore Maci Pike, coordinated 
with Aramark, the company in 
charge of dining services on campus, 
to become more sustainable and to 
c~mmunicate their procedure for 
a greener campus. 
"As Christ.ians, it is our 
responsibility to be good stewards of 
the resources we have been blessed 
with," Pike said. "Harding is a 
campus consisting of people from 
all over the country and the world. 
When we educate people on their 
impact, we can make noticeable 
changes in society." 
. The cafeteria will implement new 
procedures controlling how much 
they waste, encouraging students 
not to take more than they will eat, 
to use reusable to-go boxes and to 
eliminate use of straws and other 
single-use products. · 
Senior Hallie Hite, the current 
SA president, is helping to continue 
what Pike started. 
"Having an eco-friendly campus 
is important because God gave us a 
mission to take care of the earth," 
Hite said. "Taking care of the earth 
is one way we can be conscious of 
everyone on the planet and love 
people more affectively - even 
people we don't know." 
This year, there will be reusable 
to-go boxes in the cafeteria, recycling 
will be highly encouraged and the 
number of recycle bins-around 
campus will increase. The SA will 
implement public relations tactics 
to help transition people into 
the recycling mindset, and more 
research regarding food waste will 
be conducted. 
Lou Christopher, senior food 
service director for Araf!!ark at 
Harding, is responsible for the daily 
operation of all the food service 
locations on campus, -including the 
dining hall, all retail locations and 
the catering department. 
~e are currently utilizing many 
different programs to become eco-
friendlier," Christopher said. "For 
instance, we recycle all boxes, cans 
and bottles. All of our food waste 
goes through a garbage disposal 
rather than a landfill, and we have 
a rigorous production program 
to help minimize waste. Each 
semester we do a Weigh the Waste 
campaign to ·help bring awareness 
to the amount offood that is wasted 
each day. W~ are bringing back 
the reusable to-go boxes this year 
and eliminating straws from our 
residential program." 
According to Christopher, there 
will be no straws in the cafeteria 
this year compared to the 22,000 
straws the cafeteria would use each 
semester in the past. The cafeteria 
also offers 200 recyclable containers, 
and students use an average of 25 
per day. 
"Aramark serves over 20,000 
meals a week in the dining hall," 
Christopher said. "With that type 
of volume, we have an opportunity 
to make a significant impact with 
any program we implement. We 
are always looking for programs to 
be better environment;tl stewards, 
without impacting the cost to our 
guests while providing a more 
sustainable experience for both 
students and guests." 
INITIATIVE IMPACT 
AVERAGE SEMESTER . 
OISPOSABLE 
PACKAGING 
USED IN THE 
CAFEACH 
SEMESTER 
r~!~~22 & ~?~~OO 
0 THIS SEMESTER 
200 Reusable To-Go Boxes Available 
25 Reusable Boxes · Used Each Day 
Straws Have 
Been Removed 
··1::·-: -_,;, 
Soda Jerk opens doors in close 
cotntnunity of Searcy businesses 
HANNAH WISE 
student writer 
Seai;cy's newest downtown 
business, The Soda Jerk, opened 
July 15, and joined other Searcy 
small businesses in a collaboration 
of services and products. 
According to senior Marley 
Cole, graphic design major and 
the branding developer for The 
Soda Jerk, the business has been 
supported by the community since 
it was opened by owners Bill Milton 
and Angela Sivia, who wanted 
community and sentiment to be at 
the forefront of their new business. 
The new ice cream shop was also 
welcomed by another community 
- a community of businesses 
supporting one another. One of 
their products, the Cold Brew 
Float, supports Kibo Midnight Oil 
Coffeehouse by using their products 
as an ingredient in the float. 
This "undeclared small business 
network"is unique because they are 
not competitive with one ano!her, 
according to Bill Ford, owner of 
Wild Sweet Williams. Ford said 
each business does what they do 
well together, no one trying to take 
business from one another. 
"All of us want to see each other 
succeed. There is enough room in 
town for all of us as well," Ford 
said. "I think everybody kind of 
has that view of wanting to be the 
changes they want to see." 
Amelia Brackett, owner of 
Savor + Sip, said the businesses 
also contribute to one another 
by sharing business information, 
exchanging contacts, giving advice, 
donating equipment, writing positive 
reviews and spreading the word 
about each other's businesses when 
the opportunities arise. 
"They just provided me with 
resources that I didn't even know I 
needed,"Brackett said. "It has been 
like a team, not so much like we're 
all competing against each other." 
Junior Katie Tracy works at 
Burrito Day, and she said Burrito 
Day also uses produce from Five 
Acre Farms in Bradford, Arkansas 
and beef from Wholly Cow Beef 
in Judsonia, Arkansas. 
Besides consistently purchasing 
products from one another, they all 
also honor "the neighbor discount," 
Brandon Fox, owner of Burrito Day, 
said. The neighbor discount gives 
employees from certain surrounding 
businesses 10 percent off and is 
always available. 
Each business considers these 
benefits to be a courtesy between 
friends rather than a business deal 
with a desire to see the community . 
grow and support each other along 
the way, according to Fox. 
"I think the biggest part is that all 
of us are interested in community,." 
Fox said. "It's not just running a 
business and making money. It's 
about connecting with people and 
that being the bigger picture." 
Photo by RYANN HEIM 
The Soda Jerk Ice Cream Bar offers ice cream, floats and 
sodas with homemade syrups on Sept. 4. The Cold Brew 
Float uses Kibo Midnight Oil coffee in a sweet collaboration. 
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cost of 
• convenience 
I have to admit, when I first heard that a campus-wide laundry system update would allow students to pay for laundry with a card instead of coins, I was excited. Quarters 
are germy, and they smell weird _:_ not to mention that it's a bit annoying to run out of 
quarters on laundry day. I was looking forward to the new and improved laundry system, 
but when I found out what the change would cost me, my enthusiasm was quickly deflated. 
Let's review some numbers. Last year I lived on campus for 32 weeks, and on average 
I did one load oflau~dry per week at fl.50 per load. Anhat rate, I estimate that I spent 
S48 to wear clean clothes during my freshman year. 
From now on, however, I can expect to pay $3.00 per load. Assuming I continue to 
wash one load per week, I will spend $96 on laundry this year - twice as much a~ last 
year. Multiply this extra cost (S48 more per year) by the three more years I plan to live on 
campus, and you get S 144. That's the amount I'll need -to cough up over the next three years 
in order to account for the laundry system improvement. The "Speed 09een" app is available 
for free from the Googk Play Store, but according to my calculations, it's going to cost 
me S 144 - whether I choose to use it or not. That's a pretty expensive app if you ask me. 
Of course, I'm not worried that the new laundry prices are going to run me into financial 
ruin, but I was forced to face the significance of the change when I thought about a few 
other ways a college student would have been able to use that Sl44. With Sl44, one could 
buy 817 packs of ramen noodles. Or, it could be used to pay for three annual parking passes 
and three Spring Sing tickets. I could fill up my gas tank three times with Sl14 - close 
enough to make the 24-hour round trip to be home for Christmas. 
Sure, the new laundry system has brought us a few posh conveniences, such as paying 
with a card, starting the washer by tapping your phone instead of pressing an old-fashioned 
button on the machine, and checking machine availability from your room rather than 
walking down to the laundry room. But all of this comes at a significant cost. Laundry 
prices have doubled, and students have lost the flexibility·of paying for increments of dryer 
time as needed. 
Although I am 'not convinced that the laundry system update was in the best interest of 
the student body, I understand that the decision has been made, whether I agree with it or 
not. What I propose is simply this: let us be very cautious about our increasing attachment 
to the apps that reside in our pockets. Is it possible that we've become willing to pay too 
much for a bit of convenience? 
MARY VUKICH Is a guest writer for The Bison. She can be contacted at 
myuldcMthardlng.edu. 
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A force to be reckoned.with 
Kyle Allison 
to counter Russian space aggression. This 
event was more than just proving that the 
United States had better capabilities than 
the USSR. This event was about proving 
to the world that we had the capabilities 
of protecting our country. 
"Who better to put In space 
of the planet, as well as continue.the NASA 
tradition of furthering science and potentially 
creating a new home on Mars - not to 
mention that many astronauts from a 
military background, many of which were 
military aviators. 
l am writing in response to the Aug. 31, 2018, article by student publications 
staff member senior Zach Shappley entitled, 
"Space Walls." While it is not my normal 
practice to write for The Bison, the author's 
clear lack of understanding of the topic and 
his flippant dismissal of almost two decades 
of work at all levels of the United States 
Military compel me. 
than those men and women 
dedicated to making our country 
safe and better?" 
- Senior Kyle Allison 
Far from having anything to do with 
"Call ofDuty," President Donald Trump's 
announcement is simply a recognition of 
a modern reality. Russia and China are 
trying to compete with us and develop the 
ability to defeat their enemies from space 
before engaging them on the ground. Since 
2011, Russia and China have increased 
their offensive and defensive capabilities in 
space, both spending more money on their 
space programs than the United States. 
Their goal is to compete as a peer in space, 
and President Trump's statement th~t the 
Space Force will be both an offensive and 
defensive operation is recognition of this 
threat. 
The main point is that we have been 
funding the work in space for quite some 
time through the Air Force. The creation of 
a Space Force simply organizes the service 
under the Department of the Air Force 
in the same way that the Marines serve 
under the Department of the Navy. The 
military is more than just a fighting force; 
it is a strong working force as well. Who 
better to put in space than those men and 
women dedicated to making our country 
safe and better? 
The idea of a Space Force is nothing new 
in our history. A military-reform commission 
led by Donald Rumsfeld introduced the idea 
of creating a Space Force in 2000, but this 
idea was postponed due to the terrorist attack 
on 9/11 and subsequent War on Terror. But 
the idea goes even further back than that. 
Between 1957 and 1975, the "Space Race" 
against the Soviet Union took place. In 
1961, President John F. Kennedy announced 
the ambitious goal of not only sending an 
American safely to the moon before the 
end of the decade but to "catch up to and 
overtake" the Soviet Union in the "Space 
Race." NASA's purpose at this tim~ was 
staff 
The Space Force would not only serve 
as a national asset but aid in research and 
help the United States with our protection 
As people of the United States, we do not 
always understand the difficult challenges 
our leaders face everyday. It is not our place 
to disrespect their leadership when we have 
never been in their shoes. Instead of mocking 
what we do not understand, let us study our 
history and support our leaders to the best of 
our ability. Let next Tuesday's anniversary 
remind us on the main lesson of9/ ll: " . .. 
life is short and there is no time for hate." 
KYLE ALLISON is a guest writer for 
The Bison. He can be contacted at 
callison@harding.ed~. 
Shifting 
Focus 
Second to 
nun 
Let's start at the very beginning: a very good place to start. For me, it all started 
with "The Sound of Music." 
When I was only 7 years old, I watched 
this iconic film for the very first time. From 
the opening sequence to the final, triumphant 
notes, I was enamored with the beauty ofit all 
Early in the movie, a question came to 
mind As several characters pondered how to 
solve a problem like Maria, I asked who all the 
women in long black dresses were. My mom 
whispered that they were nuns. 
Nuns? None of what?The word was foreign 
to me, and I requested more of an explanation. 
It's a bit of a complex concept to explain to a 
young child growing up in a Protestant home, 
so my mom responded in as simple terms as 
she could. 
"A nun is a woman who gives her entire life 
to God," she replied. "She never gets married 
and lives with a lot of other nuns for the rest 
ofher life." 
Giving your whole life to God? A never-
ending sleepover with all )QllC fri~? Avoidanre 
from boys for the rest of your life? There was 
only one thought that crossed my young mind: 
Sign me up! 
And that, ladies and gentlemen, is how 
my dream of growing up to become a nun 
was born. It seemed like the dream life, and I 
aspired to live it. 
This ambition didn't last, of coUISe. As time 
passed and I developed a faith of my own, I 
realized my spiritual beliefs didn't fully align 
with Catholicism. However, that wasn't the 
only reason my dream career shifted from 
nunhood. As_ I entered teenhood, the prospect 
of remaining unmarried for the rest of my life 
didn't just lose its appeal; it became the worst 
possible fate I could imagine. 
For years, I simply knew that, by my mid-
20s; I would have a husband, a nice house and . 
perhaps a dog or two. That's just how it works, 
right? You go to a Christian college, meet your 
. spouse, graduate and get married. That's how 
it worked for my parents; I figured that was 
how life would work for me. 
I had fallen into the temptation of telling 
God what my plans were instead oflistening 
to what his are. I'm ashamed to admit that I 
felt as though God owed me the life I thought 
I deserved. 
As time passed and a few relationships 
ended sans ring, I slowly came to terms with 
the realization that not everyone gets married, 
certainly not right out of college. For much of 
sophomore year, I worked on accepting what 
felt almost like defeat: I may not get married, 
and I would have to be OK with that: 
Thankfully, my focus continued to shift past 
this dismal acceptance. After all, we aren't called 
to live in dreary resignation; we are called to lead 
lives filled with joy and trust. I'm beginning to 
realize that some incredible opportunities may 
be even more accessible without a spouse. The 
point is that I don't know what lies ahead. There 
are countless, exciting possibilities. 
I recognize now that I am not promised 
marriage. I recognize that accepting the 
possibility of singleness is not equivalent to 
dejectedly waving a white flag of surrender. I 
am recognize how quickly change can take place. 
Everything could be totally different in a year. 
God didnt guarantee me a husband or the life 
I dreamed of having for years. God guaranteed 
me that he has plans for my prosperity, hope 
and a future - no matter what. 
And I am pretty excited about them. 
EMILY NICKS is the opinions editor 
for The Bison. She may be contacted 
at enicks@hardlng.edu. 
Twitter: emilyk_nicks 
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AnOde 
Votniting at 
the finish line 
If you're not sitting down as you read this, perhaps you should be. I'll bid this 
well wish of caution: What you're about to 
read might cause a person who is standing to 
fall over, causing injury to themselves and/or 
others around them. 
I used to play sports. 
If you know me, you know that's a bizarre 
claim. But as bizarre as it might be, it's truth 
without fault. 
Just as any other you.rig person's foray into 
sports began, I began playing peewee sports at 
an age so young I can't recall. 
Baseball - or tee ball, more precisely -
was where I first earned my stripes. My dad 
was the coach, just like many of your fathers 
were and are, too. 1his poses a brief question 
of interest How are you supposed to focus on 
the sport when you don't know whether to ·say 
"dad,""coach,""coach dad" or"mistercoach dad 
sir" from left field when you have to go to the 
bathroom during the top of the fourth inning? 
Anyway, baseball. I lived and breathed it, 
but perhaps not in the same sense my other 
baseball brethren did. While they focused on 
getting "reps" and "gains" and watched all levels 
of the sport on TY, I lived and breathed it in 
a more ... abstract ... sense. 
I played in left field, which is where mister 
coach dad sir put you if you contributed no value 
to the.game. I breathed in the fresh smells of 
the grass and dirt and lived for the moment the 
inning was over so I could return-to the dugout. 
The dugout was a much-welcomed break for 
me, and I certainly didn't have to worry about 
being put in the batting lineup because my 
hand-eye coordination mimicked that of my 
post-womb self: I had none. 
· , My lack of hand-eye coordination was not 
just evident on the baseball diamond, either. I 
took a longer my intb peewee basketball, but 
soon decided it wasn't the sport for me either 
when, in the rare occurrence that coach put me 
in against the Riverview Raiders, fifth-grade me 
, decided I'd showcase my delicate masculinity 
by jumping out of bounds to save a loose ball. 
What eiyued was a failed, flagrant attempt, 
peppered by my lack ofhand-eye coordination, 
, at saving the ball, which resulted in me smashing 
my left arm into the concrete gymnasium wall, 
snapping my ulna just above the wrist. 
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Ju-st tr-usf. in the Mouse 
Lately, there has been a lot of buzz about Disney's "Ralph Breaks the 
Internet: Wreck It Ralph 2" movie releasing · 
this Thanksgiving. So much so, that before I 
even understood the plot, all I knew about it 
was that it contained a massive Disney Princess 
sleepover. There's nothing like seeing some of 
your &vorite characters interact like never before, 
and I consider this to be the greatest crossover 
of all time since Nickelodeon's jimmy Neutron" 
and "The Fairly OddParents" mashup in 2004. 
Of course, with any new Disney creation comes 
controversy, which is something not even our 
beloved princesses could escape. 
• ~· 1· " • 
If ;you know anything about me, you know 
that, yes, I ain "that girl," I love Disney. I go to 
Walt Disney World multiple times a year and 
love; Disney Princesses more than what the 
average person would deem "normal." With 
th\lt being said, you have probably guessed 
that I will defend Disney Princesses with all 
that I have in me. And if you guessed that, 
you are right. 
Throughout my years as an avid Disney fan, 
I've learned to just trust in the Mouse. Usually, 
if I think something Disney has done is a bad 
decision or lame, it usually works out in the 
end because they know what they are doing. I 
think the same goes for this movie. Personally, 
I think the whole concept is a wonderful idea 
and so much fun. 
" ... you have probably guessed 
that I will defend Disney 
princesses with all that I have In 
me. And If you guessed that, you 
are right." 
- Junior Ava Galyean 
There have been a lot of arguments so far: 
speculationonTwitteraboutmissingprincesses, Like I mentioned earlier, I love a good 
"whitewashing"(whichI won't get into because crossover. So, my only complaints about the 
that is a whole other story in itself) and even, Disney princesses hanging out .at a huge 
"Don't you think Wreck It Ralph 2' is a pretty · sleepover are, A. Why was I not invited? and, 
lame movie to see all the princesses together B. Why did this not happen sooner? For the 
· for the' first time?" · · · · · ·• · ' people who·are all in, I thank you. This is a real 
attention-grabber for the newest "Wreck It 
Ralph" movie. I was a big fan of the first one, 
but the whole princess ordeal is definitely the 
factor drawing me towards the sequel - even 
if it only ends up being for 30 seconds. 
Regarding the "missing princess," I think 
people are looking too hard to find something 
to critique. I know that Disney Princess stans 
are not a force to mess with. We all have our 
favorite princess, mine being Jasmine, and we all 
want to make sure each is accurately portrayed 
and has a fair amount of screen-time.1his is a 
big deal since it is possible we haven't seen them 
in action since their original movie - some 
dating back to the mid 50s. 
However, getting upset because a princess 
was in one trailer and not the other is a little silly. 
Maybe she was off on a magic carpet excursion 
with Aladdin during that scene. Who knows? 
My point is, we haven't seen the movie yet, so 
there is no way to tell. 
I think we should just be excited about this 
cro~sover and the fact that "Wreck It Ralph 2" 
is getting so much publicity. It's silly to be so 
upset about a movie when it hasn't even been 
released yet. You know what they say .. . you 
can't judge a movie by its trailer. 
AVA GALYEAN is a student writer for 
The Bison. She can be contact~ at 
agalyean@hardlng.edu. 
1; ' 
I What's Your Opinion? 
Contact Emily Nicks at enicks@harding.edu to voice your thoughts and opinions. 
Just the Clax 
You'd think a dugout- ridden stint with 
America's past time and a broken arm from 
tossing around the rock would have kept me 
. , away from sports for the rest of forever - but 
nay! Sophomore Kaleb decided to join the 
Tiger cross-country team. 
I know why the caged panda paints 
0 ne of my great adventures as a 10-year-old was at the World's 
Fair in Knoxville, Tennessee. It was the 
last of a grand tradition of international 
expos dating back well over a century, 
including iconic moments such as the 
1933 Chicago World's Fair, or the 1964 
New York World's Fair. Eleven million 
people came to the event in Knoxville. 
There, I saw a giant Rubik's Cube from-
Hungary, ate my first Belgian waffle, 
smelled my first (and last) whiff of 
moonshine and touched a piece of the 
Great Wall of China. The Coca-Cola 
Company even introduced its new brand 
of Cherry Coke at this Fair. 
ichael Claxton 
Yang Yang, who is happily fed a bushel 
of carrots and sweet potatoes after she 
finishes each painting. I don't blame her. 
I would paint a whole landscape for an 
Oreo Double Stuf Cookie. 
We know where this is headed. Soon 
Yang Yang will have a g allery showing 
in New York, where people with black 
fingernail polish will gush over the 
boldness of her strokes and will hail 
her as a new voice in protest art. 
Cross-country was my favorite sport to play, 
but I was terrible at it. I enjoyoo being active and 
getting to simply say that I played a sport, but 
I was no more successful with this sport than 
the previous ones. I always finished second to 
last during each meet - because, no matter 
how bad I was, I wasn't going to be last, even if 
it meant sprinting dangerously at the end and 
causing so much strain on my unathletic body 
that I vomited upon crossing the finish line. 
I eventually decided cross-country was not 
for me either, but at least I could say that I tried. 
While I was never good at sports, I didn't · 
not enjoy them. I wrote earlier that I enjoyed 
baseball in a more abstract way - that's the 
absolute truth, and I've found that in every 
sport I've ever played or watched. 
What I enjoyed about sports then and what 
I enjoy about sports now is their ability to 
transcend the negativity ofbeing a disregarded 
left fielder, a broken-armed benqiwarmer and a 
last-place-finishing runner. For centuries we've 
let sports unite us and make us proud to be a 
Tiger, a 49er or a Bison. 
Let's not let the actions of an NFL free agent 
and an apparel company steal the spotlight 
of what makes sports great in the first place. 
We've got bigger hills t_o die on. 
KALEB TURNER is the editor-in-chief 
for The Bison. He may be contacted 
at kturner3@harding.edu. 
l'witter: kalebaturner 
I went with my aunt and uncle in 
June 1982, and we saw tons of novelties 
- somehow I remember a Peruvian 
skull with pink teeth - and we also 
saw several shows. The Tennessee 
State Amphitheater featured a musical 
program called "SingTennessee,"with 
actors portraying such local heroes as 
Daniel Boone, Andrew Jackson and 
James K. Polk. The crowd went wild 
over the last guy, thinking he was the 
man who invented polka dots. I learned 
later he had been a president. Federal 
Express also had a show at the Fair, 
and the theme was "Up with People." 
It was very inspirational, and I've felt 
better about people ever since. 
In the Japanese Pavilion, we watched 
a technological wonder: a rnbotic arm 
that could actually paint. If you waited 
in line for a couple of hours, you could 
choose from one of several pictures, and 
this robot would paint it for you. The 
images were very simple - a smiling 
sun, for example - but still impressive 
for 1982. I waited for a while until I 
realized that "Dogs Playing Poker"was 
not one of the options. So, I went and 
had another waffle and Cherry Coke. 
I thought of this mechanical Japanese 
artist the other day when I heard on the 
news that a panda bear named Yang Yang 
is getting into the act. From her studio 
cage at a zoo in Vienna, Austria, Yang 
Yang has become an internationally 
famous painter. Her keepers hand her 
a brush full of blaclc ink, which she 
languidly smears across pieces of white 
paper held in front of her. I'm told 
Salvador Dali used a simUar technique 
in his later years. 
Anyway, the end result of these 
instant masterpieces may have the 
average person scratching his head to 
make sense of the smudges, but that 
won't stop connoisseurs from buying 
the paintings, which are being sold to 
raise money for a book to be published 
about the zoo. I think the working title 
is "Up with Pandas." 
As you can imagine, every news station 
is running a heart-warming piece about 
The Vienna Zoo is set to clean up 
on this new wave of organic handiwork. 
Just think of all those pieces of paper 
lining birdcages at the zoo that are 
thrown away every day. Who knows 
what incredible kaleidoscopes of color 
are thoughtlessly discarded at every 
shift change? 
What's next for Yang Yang? She is 
one ambitious panda. A reporter caught 
up with her between painting sessions, 
as she lounged in her steel- lined studio 
in a beret, munching on a raw sweet 
potato and sipping Kombucha tea. When 
asked about her plans, she lowered her 
sunglasses and said, "I want to direct." 
It's about time. I've long thought the 
"Kung Fu Panda" movie franchise has 
lacked a certain authenticity, and Yang 
Yang is just the visionary artist to bring 
it back. The film editor may struggle to 
figure out her hand-painted storyboards, 
but such is the price we pay for art. 
MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest 
writer for The Bison. He can be 
oontacled at mclaxto1@hacli .g.«lu. 
At the Bison, it is our goal to serve the Harding University student body with integrity, truth and open ears. However, we believe that meeting that goal is a two-way street between our staff and the public it 
serves. We pledge to keep our eyes and ears open to what our community has to say and hope that, in return, that community will be an interactive audience, sharing its stories with us. We also pledge to 
do the basics: Report accurate and relevant information, check our facts, and share them in a professional, timely manner. If you have any story ideas, questions, comments or concerns for the Bison staff, 
pie~ ~mail K_ale_b Turner, the ed~or-in-chief, at kturner3@harding.edu. "The Bison (USPS Sn-660) is published weekly (except vacations, exams and summer sessions), 20 issues per year, by Harding 
University. Periodicals postage paid at Searcy, Arkansas 72143. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Bison, Harding University 11192, SEARCY, AR 72149-0001 .' BYLINE POLICY: The Bison 
provides an opportunity for class writers to contribute work under the byline "guest writers.• Due to this arrangement, staff writers may rewrite a portion of the guest writers' stories as they deem necessary 
while still identifying the work as the guest writers' own. ' 
Delusional 
Optimism 
_Tailgate 
"The tailgate" is not a place. It 
is an experience. 
Growing up 10 minutes from 
the campus of Louisiana State 
University, tailgating has always 
been a part of my culture. There is 
nothing comparable to the smell of 
burgers, brats and boudin mixing 
together in the humid autumn air. 
Some of rriy fondest memories 
come from underneath the live oak 
trees that fill the campus. 
While tailgating, I watched 
as Appalachian State University 
beat the University of Michigan 
in what is largely considered the 
greatest upset of all time. I was 
face-first in a shrimp po' boy 
(OK, yes, we do things different 
in south Louisiana) when I met a 
guy who would become one of my 
best friends in high school. And it 
was while tailgating that I hit the 
most insane, spinning, no-look, 
long-distance, between-the-legs 
cornhole shot, forever cementing 
myself among the legends of the 
sport. 
Tailgating is a family experience, 
even if the people you are with share 
· no relation to you at all. 
I fondly remember walking 
through."The Grove" at Ole Miss. 
My friend and I were stuck in 
the wild droves of people as the 
skies opened up above us and we 
were forced to take shelter under 
a rival's tent. 
What ensued was a g!grious 
mixture of laughter, storytelling 
and finger sandwiches. Tailgating 
helped me to feel at home in an 
environment where I did not belong. 
Tailgating is more than just the 
chance to show off club letters; 
it is an opportunity to develop 
friendships, eat beyond one's heart's 
content and support the team you 
are there to see. 
Without a mutual rooting inrerest, 
tailgating is just dinner. It is just 
a barbecue in front of the GAC. 
Too often I hear Harding students, 
teachers and administrators refer 
to tailgating as "the tailgate," but 
I believe that terminology misses 
the point of what tailgating is all 
about. 
"The tailgate" is not a place you 
can go to. It is an experience that 
can unify an entire community. 
Harding comes into Saturday's 
home opener ranked No. 7 by 
the American Football Coaches 
Association, one week after beating 
Henderson State University on the 
road 41- 17. As ESPN camera crews 
set up their equipment, students 
will set up their tents and grills . . 
But if the students do not move · 
from the tailgate to the football 
field, the spirit of the tailgating 
experience will be lost. Students 
from different states with different 
Division I allegiances must unify 
behind the black and gold. 
If they do, the burgers will be 
juicier, the drinks will be colder 
and the cornhole will be so much 
more intense. Tailgating is a 
family experience, one that brings 
people together and forms life-long 
memories. 
If Harding hopes to bring 
that experience to the next level, 
students will have to be willing to 
dedicate themselves to more than 
just club pride. 
W e have a saying in Cajun 
Country for the joy that comes 
when we allow ourselves to be filled 
with the tailgating spirit. 
"Laissez les hon temps rouler." 
Let the good times roll. 
JACK ALLEN is the head 
sports editor for the Bison.· 
He may be contacted at 
jallen1 o@harding.edu. 
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The Lady Bisons volleyball team traveled to tournaments in Stephenville, Texas, Indianapolis, Indiana, and Pensacola, 
Florida. Harding's first home game is Sept. 11 at 6 p.m against Arkansas Tech. 
ERIN FLOYD consecutive weekends. Four days after our team chemistry," Lake said. "I 
asst. copy editor Harding started the fall semester, mean there's people obviously really 
the team traveled to Stephenville, tired by the end of the trip, and you 
By the end of the weekend, the Texas, where they played in the don't always get back to the Rhodes 
Harding volleyball team will have Tarleton State Tournament. The feeling your best, but I really think 
spent at least eight hours on the following weekend, on Thursday, that it's when we travel that we really 
road and will have played at least Aug. 30, the Bisons made a trip get to know each other." 
every W-.,..-=-:a,,__,,__,to lndia,papoli.1, lndi.aoa, for the As a student athlete, eac~player 
three consecutive weekends. UindyTournament. Today, they will must balance being a full-time 
Head coach Meredith Fear said be playing in Pensacola, Florida, in student and a collegiate-level athlete. 
that this volleyball season, the team 
startoopreseasonrournamentsearli~ 
than previous seasons. Last year, the 
team's first game was at home, and 
they had a full week before they 
started traveling. 
"It's the toughest preseason 
schedule we've ever had, as far as 
the amount of ranked teams we're 
playing and also anytime you're 
traveling that far, it's tougher to play 
well when you've beep on the road 
and when you've been on a bus for 
a long time," Fear said. 
StartingAug.24, the team traveled_ 
24 hours over the course of three 
the West Florida Tournament. Especially this early in the school 
· "A typical day of traveling for us year, being on the road for hours of 
is hopping on the bus, driving five the weekend and some weekdays 
plus hours, stopping ro eat dinner at can make studying a difficult task. 
[a teammate's] house or a restaurant, "It works miraculously,"Lake said 
practicing and then getting settled "Studying on the bus is not always 
in at the hotel before starting our easy, but it's a lot of fun because it's 
games the next day," senior outside kind of like a team-building thing 
hitter Emily Clayton said. .where we're all in this together." 
Both Clayton and senior defensive The Bisons en~ the season picked 
specialist Taylor Lake · agreed that by Great American Confurencecoaches 
long road trips can be hard, but in to finish second in the conference, 
the end, the time on the road spent behind Arkansas TecJi University. 
with the team contributes to the With seven seniors, many of 
time spent on the court. whom have played as starters since 
· "I feel like when we travel it helps their freshman year, this team has 
high expectations for the season. 
, , "They've just seen a lot of volleyball 
·over the last four years," Fear said. 
"So keeping them healthy and 
maintaining that, but as far as their 
motivation, their drive - it couldn't 
be stronger. They're very motivated 
to.get--to J:he,t~,umament, win ,the 
tournament, and get to the NCAA 
tournament. 
n . 
"I really think that it's 
when we travel that we 
· really get to know each 
' 'other." 
- Taylor Lake, 
senior defensive 
specialist 
The Bisons' first home game~ 
be Sept.11, at 6 p.m. versus Arkansas 
Tech University. · 
"We're going to play some tough 
matches, but I think we're up to the 
challenge, and I'm just excited for 
what we have ahead of us, "Lake said 
. . \ 
Fortner Bison tnakes Alabatna football roster 
JACK ALLEN 
head sports editor 
Former Harding track and field 
~ Stephen Copeland leamoo last 
week that his name will be among 
those included on the University of 
Alabama football team. 
Copeland, a sophomore, came 
to Harding as a freshman with the 
hopes of playing football. In high 
school, he played quarterback but 
was forced to step away from the 
game his senior year after he broke 
his thumb. 
Growing up in Hwmille,Alabama, 
Copeland was a b ig fan of the 
University of Alabama, and he said 
he always dreamed of playing for 
the Crimson Tide, but with his injury, 
it seemed Copeland would not get 
the chance to play football anywhere. 
"It's gonna be a dream 
come true. I don't know 
how It's gonna feel, 
because I have nothing to 
compare It to," 
_ - Stephen Copeland, 
former Harding athlete 
After coming to Harding, Copeland 
went to an open football tryout, but 
was told the Bisons did· not have a 
spot for him_ on the team. That did 
not stop him. Copeland decided to 
try to walk on the track team. The 
coaches were impressed. 
"Herold us he didrit really have any 
experience running, "Bryan Phillips, 
former Bisons assistant track coach, · 
said. "But he wan too ro give it a try." 
Phillips added that Copeland was 
not a ·groundbreaking runner, but his 
hard work and determination paid 
off. Copeland made the team and 
ran the 400-meter dash. 
"The people and the coaches were 
great,"Copeland said "But the season 
and die races sucked. It just wasn't 
something I was passionate about." 
Copeland said he was a middle-of-
the-pack runner, but his dream was 
still to play football, so he transferroo 
closer to home. Once he arrived, 
Copeland took one more crack at 
fulfilling his dream of playing football 
at the University of Alabama. H e 
arrived at try-outs, preparoo to fight 
for his spot on· the roster. 
"We had lots of conditioning. 
That's one of the things [ the coaches] 
look for," Copeland said. 
However, because ofhis time spent 
running, he was in the best shape of 
his life for summer workouts. He 
said he never realized how much 
his time with Harding would help 
him in his journey to play football. 
On Aug. 30, Copeland received 
word from his coaches that he had 
earned a full-time spot on the rost~. 
Now,he works as a safety on the scout 
team, helping the Tide prepare for 
their next opponents. 
"It's rewarding," Copeland said. 
Photo courtesy of STEPHEN COPELAND 
Sophomore Stephen Copeland poses in the Hank Crisp Indoor 
Facility. Copeland transferred from Harding to the University 
of Alabama at the end of his freshman year. 
"But you aren't really recognized. 
A lot of people don't see the work 
that goes in." 
Copeland's former teammates 
were among the first to know he 
had made the team. 
"H e's a hard worker, and I really 
enjoyed him as a'teammate and as a 
friend as well," senior hurdles runner 
James Bowie said. 
Copeland watchedAJabamas game 
against the University of Louisville 
from home. Division I schools are 
limited to a 65-man travel roster, 
but Copeland was there to celebrate 
with the team when they returned. 
"I'm shooting 'em texts. The next 
day we're in the locker room going 
crazy,"Copeland said. "They're like 
family now." 
Still, Copeland feels he has not 
reached all of his goals. He still 
hopes to ruri through the tunnel of 
Bryant-D enny Stadium. 
"It's gonna.be a dream come true. 
I don't know how it's gonna feel, 
because I have nothing to compare 
it to," Copeland said. 
That still will not be enough for 
Copeland, who said he hopes to 
get on the field before he graduates. 
"M y goal is to start," Copeland 
said. "You'll never get to where you 
wanna be if you don't have high goals." 
;: 
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Lady Bisons soccer take 
on Arkansas summer heat 
KYLIE JONES 
mornings and evenings to treatment and rehab," 
avoid the hottest times of the Schannuth said. · 
student writer day. Harris said the morning Harris said he tries to 
The Lady Bisons soccer practices are cooler but tend replicate games during pncticc 
team enters the season picked to get hot towards theend, as often as possible, which is 
to finish third in the Great which'is good, since it gives why he tries to keep pnictice 
American Conference by the the team a taste of game-time going for about an hour and 
conference's roaches. However, conditions. a half, the length of a game. 
they have an extra, unscheduled "We have to acclimate He said he likes to start off 
opponent to start the year: them to the heat, but we are with stretching and fitness, 
the heat. cautious during pre-season so the players do not get worn 
A season ago, Harding not to just throw them in one down. 
finished with a record of hot session after another," "I like for them to practice 
7-9-3, Over the summer, the Harris said. while tired, so they can learn 
women were given a fitness The team takes precaution how to think while their 
plan to stay in shape. At the against the heat with constant body is a little bit fatigued," 
beginning of the year, they hydration, iced towels and Harris said. 
went through a fitness test, frequent breaks. Harris said Early in the season, the 
so the coaching staff knows he attributes most of the Lady Bisons have seen the 
who~preparedfortheseason. precautionary measures to the results of their hard work. In 
"They are not game ready athletic training staff. The their first two matches, they 
when they get here, but they training staff keeps track of have been outscored by a 
are ready to get game ready," the heat index and weather combined 3--0 in the first half; 
Dr. Greg Harris, women's conditions. but in the second half, they 
soccer head coach, said. "Our athletic trainer is like have tied their opponents 2-2. 
Junior forward Amelia another coach, "Harris said 'We Their next game is tonight 
Grizzell said the team has are in constantrommunication." against Missouri Southern 
spent the last three weeks Huns said they very rarely State Univusity. 
focusing on connecting as get to a point w~ere it is too Grizzell said it has been 
a team and building their hot to practice. Their main difficult to stay hydrated and 
endurance, while trying to focus is making sure the energized, but the team does 
get the technical things right team stays hydrated. see the advantage to pushing 
early in the season. Junior athletic training their lxxlies to become acx:.1imared 
"This preseason, we've major Caylee Schannuth said to the heat, so they are prepared 
focused a lot on putting in her job during practice is to to play a full game_. According 
hard work early,having fun and give out water or Powerade to Grizzell there is still room 
glorifying God in our everyuay and iced towels to the players 
practices," Grizzell said. to keep their body temperature 
During the summerfIXXlths, down. 
the ladies practice in the 'We're there for prevention, 
for improveme.nt, but they 
have made good use of their 
training so far and are excited 
for the season. 
Photo by STERLING MCMICHAEL 
Senior forward Bethany Sutherland pushes the ball up the field in a match 
against Missouri Western University on Sept. 2 at the Stevens Soccer 
Complex. Sutherland scored the teams only goal in a 2-1 loss. 
First Sectirity Stadiutn receives tnultiple itnprovetne~ts 
AARON ALEXANDER 
asst. sports editor 
Stadium received new stadium First Security Stadium 
lights, plastic stadium seats is used for much more than 
and an elevator to the press Hai:ding football games. The 
uses the facilities, and the 
Harding Academy football 
and track and field athletes 
The home ofBi<.onsfootball 
got some renovations over 
the summer. First Security 
box. The president's suite was Arkansas Special Olympics also compete in the stadium. 
also expanded in order to are hosted there every May, The Harding student body 
accommodate more guests. the Har_ding Track feam .. and the Searcy community 
.. ......,,._..Dlilijll'll'l;5iiw.!:"-----------~---;-,------~-~--~--, are welcome to use the track 
Photo by EMILY GRIFFIN 
Several improvements were made to First Security Stadium over the summer. 
The Blsons will play their first home football game against Southern Arkansas 
University tomorrow night at 6 p.m. 
C 
for personal fitness as well. 
"It's always exciting to be 
a part of improving facilities, . 
not only in the athletic 
department, but it's exciting 
to see all improvements made 
on campus," Jeff Morgan, 
athletic director, said. 
Some of the initial plans 
for the renovations and 
improvements to the football 
stadium were made prior 
to Morgan replacing Greg 
Harnden as atheltic director. 
But he has been a part of 
the completed projects to 
the press box and stadium 
seating, and the installation 
of the new lights. 
The old stadium lights, 
which were nearly three 
decades old, failed an 
illumination test over the 
summer, according to Morgan. 
The new lights are closer to 
the field, and-there are less of 
them: Previously there were 
six light poles and now there 
are four, which helps the field 
be more energy efficient. 
The stadium seats have 
been a Bison Booster Club 
goal for a while now, according 
to Morgan. In the reserved 
seating section, every other 
row was removed to give 
more room to season ticket 
holders. 
"I will lllways have season 
tickets, but the improvement 
to seating that has been 
done will make watching the 
games a better experience 
f~r spectators," Lathan 
Garnett, Bisons season ticket 
holder, said. 
Morgan said some people 
may think that losing seats 
means losing money, but 
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the seats that were removed 
have been empty for multiple 
seasons, and all the new seats 
are reserved. 
"When the players look 
~,P in the crowd, they are 
not going to see a lot of 
empty aluminum bleachers," 
Morgan said. 
The majority of the 
improvements to F 1l'St Security 
Stadium were funded by 
donations and fundraising 
by the Bison Booster Club, 
according ·to Morgan. 
The total cost of the light 
renovations was $370,000. 
The cost of renovating the 
pressbox was $300,000. In 
total the improvements 
cost $670;000.The next 
addition to the grounds 
will be an indoor football 
practice (acility, behind the 
press box, that will also be 
funded solely on donations 
and is expected to be ready 
in time for next season. 
. 
, 
Addison David 
cheerleading 
Track 
Tacos for Life 
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"Girls Trip" 
Serena Williams 
DANIELLE TURNEil 
student writer 
'Ibis spring, Harding University in Latin 
America (HULA) will spend time in a new 
city under new leadenhip. 
Jeiany Daggett,a well-traveled Harding 
graduate, will be taking on the role of Ht.JLNs 
new directoc Daggett previously worked in the 
office of International Programs and Honon 
College, and liaa been &culty at both Harding 
Univenity in Zuilti" (HIZ) and Harding 
homes so they can share a meal, hang out and 
practice language,• Daggett said. 
Along with his wife.;Katic, and their two 
daughters, Daggett aidbsr-,ny has immersed 
themeclves in the culture and made many mends in 
tbcirncigbborhood by just beinggoo,lnrJght,on. 
He added that they have had the oppottu,nity to 
sharedleir&idlwith cheirncighbon onaddybaais. 
~m:eadyRt\lmed to Harding's campus 
to meet the next group of students traveling to 
Latin America thia • Before returning to 
Searcy, Daggett.;:.~ tMevious director, 
Tom Hook,in V-ma l)fl Mar and on trips across 
University. ~ .(f;IUF). Ladft America.~ iecently, he.tla"1ed with 
_Dr.~~~ ._of~n~.~--, . '~ ~ . '~ 
• . ated ~m . ~y •~te . ta0 . · ,Jtmu,r DU1oA WilhtJni met Daggett in E'asu:r 
, P~fM$, lS adc1pt atlaits:. a~d 18 lolly _ al~-A--th~-~ last -.nest~ 
:.....tut.A i°c) tait"rx>a........ • .Jt.. ~ 4' ..,....\U, .,.~ ' . . &A~I' - ~ • < 
-~-;:n~~g'~7: i,rt,~a~ a::~~t~~;1'· ~!~~~!: · · 
look first for a penon who as m tune with 4,r anyone to do it but them, "Wilhelm said,; 
Harding's mission," Hopper said. *A person 
who will care for the student as a whole person 
- spiritually, academically, socially, physically 
and recreationally." 
In previous years, the HULA program has 
spent most of their time in Vitia del Mar, 
Chile. This year, the program's time will be split 
between Vif\a del Mar and Arequipa, hru. 
Daggett was born and raised in Italy until his 
family moved to Searcy when he was 8-years-
old. At age 12, he traveled to HUF as.a faculty 
member's child and returned to the program 
as a student in 2007. In 201-4, Daggett and his 
family moved to Peru to serve as missionaries 
to small faith communities in Arequipa. 
In partnership with the Christian Urban 
Development Association, Daggett\ miniatq 
:.-bL.b_..,__,__,eit onflill-MMl~i=di~MI""·' 
development, as well as relationship building 
in the community. Daggett said he believes the 
HULA group will have a positive experience 
in Arequipa because of the existing foundation 
his family has there. 
"One of our goals and one of the thinga we 
think we can do well in Arequipa - because 
of our relationship-based ministry - is get . 
groups of two or three students into our mends' 
Photo by RYAMII .... 
Jerwny .,.__,. Harding aunnua, wll 
take on the role of Harding Unlveralty In 
Latin America's (HULA) new cllector next 
......... Daggetthaabeanfacullyattwo 
ottw Macing C8fflPUIIN abroad and has 
been a mlakNwy In Pwu since 2014. 
'Imagining the immigrant': A summer in Lebanon 
CASSIDY COLBERT 
student writer 
For Dr. Kathy Dillion, associate professor of English, the 
word "immigrant" hits home. Dillion spent the last three 
summers working with immigrants in Russia, Germany 
and, most recently, Lebanon. For the last five or six years, 
she has taught a unit called "Imagining the Immigrant" 
in her composition classes. At home and abroad, Dillion 
continues to challenge her students to perceive "immigrant" 
in a new light. 
Dillion said she was inspired to find a more personal 
understanding of immigration after teaching from John J. 
Savant's article "Imagining the Immigrant: Why legality must 
give way to humanity." Savant suggests that "imagination 
is centripetal, a disciplined contemplation of reality that 
takes us beneath appearances and into the essence of what 
we contemplate." 
Because she was teaching on the subject of immigration, 
~illion said she decided to take Savant's words as a personal 
conviction. 
"Ifl am teaching my students to imagine the immigrant, 
I need to imagine the immigrant more," Dillion said. "I just 
went to look for myself and to learn for myself" 
Dillion initially began her research of "imagining" 13 
years ago in Egypt, where she made connections with 
immigrants to the country that she has maintained since. 
This summer, Dillion traveled to Lebanon to continue 
expanding her perspective. 
"At the end of the day, week or visit, I stlll 
have an American passport and have the 
ablllty to go back. They don't" 
- Kathy DIiiion, 
associate professor of Engllsh 
"1his summer ... I was more intentional about what I was 
doing," Dillion said. "I did not go with any organization. I 
just wanted to see what it would be like to live in a house 
with immigrants." 
In Lebanon, Dillion lived in a small village along with 
an individual she met on her trip to Egypt years before. 
Though she had her own area in the village, she lived next to 
refugee families from Syria and Bangladesh. With the help 
of their sponsor, the families in the village lived rent-free, 
but were responsible for maintaining the facilities. Dillion 
.said living within an immigrant community brought her to 
a meaningful realization. 
"At the end of the day, week or visit, I still have an American 
passport and have the ability to go back. They don't," Dillion 
said. "Even though I was living in the same house as them, 
I still could not even imagine having to think that I do not 
have any place to go." 
This semester, Dillion plans to continue pushing for 
conversation regarding refugees and immigration with the 
help of senior Alicia Maners. 
This summer, Maners worked as a summer intern for 
International Literacy and Development (ILAD) in South 
St. Louis City and South St. Louis County. Maners said 
her role was two-fold: to analyze possible job creation 
strategies that could benefit Arabic and Kurdish-speaking 
refugee communities, and to share stories of members of 
those committees. Maners plans to present her findings 
with ILAD for her senior symposium, with the guidance 
of Dillion and other professors. 
"I've learned so many lessons about what it means to 
welcome people and what it means to be a friend,"Maners 
said. "Being a poor college student, I have nothing to offer 
them. I have no money and no miraculous plan to bring them 
out of poverty. But they welcomed me all the same, simply 
because I was willing to spend time with them." 
:;. 
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At 600 Pleasure St. 
Displaying a lifetime of memories, on~ painting at a time 
. Photo by EMILY GRIFFIN 
Durwood and Louise Pickle stand outside their Pleasure Street home on Aug. 31. The Pickles moved from Dallas to Searcy one year ago to be closer to family. 
KYLERANEY 
student writer 
KENDALL CARWILE 
lifestyle editor 
In thelastfewprs,Plea&m: 
Street on the west side of 
CllQlpu5 has transformed from 
open lots where manied couple 
. apartments resided to a new 
community of apartments and 
homes. The new development 
has been opened to people 
who love Harding and want 
to live closer to campus. 
O.,;,. of the new Legacy 
homes is occupied by Dunwod 
and Louise Pickle. The Pickles 
moved to Pleasure Street last 
year when their son, Steve 
Lake, assistant vice president 
of advancement, told them 
about the new addition. 
The Pickles never thought 
they would leave Texas. 
They had built a home in 
Dallas and were hesitant to 
leave it behind. However, 
after Durwood and Louise 
talked about it together, they 
decided that a combination of 
horrendous Dallas tr.rlfic and 
the opportunity to be close 
to family was reason enough 
to move. 
Dumood,a trained architect, 
was able to have partial control 
of the plans for their new lx>me. 
"We did the total design. 
They gave us a few guidelines, 
like they wanted it to be 
colonial style and all of them 
were supposed to have a porch, 
so that's how we started," 
Durwood said. 
According to Chancellor 
Dr. David Burks who led the 
Legacy Park project, the goal 
of L egacy Park is to create a 
community where faculty, staff 
and students live together close 
to campus. While the house 
designs have to be approved 
by the architectural review 
committee, homeowners can 
have some creative freedom. 
"We expect that every 
house will be different but 
that there wilt still be a unity 
of theme in terms of how 
the neighborhood looks," 
Burks said. 
When it came to the 
interior, however, the Pickles 
were able to have complete 
creative control by adding 
things like high walls and 
ceilings to accommodate for 
Durwoods personal art. 
"With these high ceilings, 
we wanted more classic art, 
so I started painting classic 
paintings before we left Dallas 
knowing they would be hung 
on these walls," Durnuod said. 
Duraood has been painting 
for 31 years. He started before 
he retired when his personal 
business began to slow in the 
80s. Since then, painting has 
always been a hobby of his, 
and tho'°ugh he doesn't have 
a favorite subject to paint, he 
loves oil paintings. 
While he brings the art 
to the home, Louise brings 
the design. She has carefully 
picked every place to put his 
paintings and also collects 
her own antique decor to 
put in their home. One of 
her favorite rooms in their 
house is the one dedicated 
to Texas. The room is filled 
with sentimental keepsakes 
from her childhood and 
is also filled with some of 
Durwood's western- themed 
paintings. 
Durwood loves to give 
paintings as gifts for his loved 
ones; one of the most recent 
paintings was for Louise's 
birthday. 
"I just turned 80 and 
Durwood asked me whad 
wanted for a painting, and . 
I said I wanted a cardinal 
because they say that your 
loved one will come back to 
visit you. My mother is my 
Photo by RYANN HEIM 
Sophomore Alli Morris works on a mural for the Think ART Project Art Alley on 
Arch Avenue on Sept. 5. Harding students' talent Is featured throughout the alley . 
. , 
cardinal," Louise said. "She 
passed away several years ago, 
and that reminds me of her." 
The Pickle's both lost their 
first spouses due to illness, 
and then found each other 
later in life. 
"Durwood lost his wife 
after I had been widowed for 
a couple years, saying I would 
never marry again," Louise 
said. "He )lad come to our 
church to'visit because he had 
just lost his wife, and when 
they said Durwood Pickle, I 
was a little concerned. That's 
a different name, you know? 
But I have gotten used to it 
32 years later." 
After they retired, they 
decided to travel the world, 
collecting memories with each 
adventure. Their experiences 
are-shown in their home 
through various paintings 
of places they have visited. 
"So, we traveled for 20 
years. W e had a good time 
... we had sadness in our 
. lives when we lost our mates, 
but you turn the comer and 
good things can happen," 
Louise said. 
When it comes to a perfect 
team, it does not get much 
better than Durwood and 
Louise. 
Photo by EMILY GFIIFFIN 
Durwood Pickle paints ali the art that is featured 
in~ide their home. The Pickles personal style is 
reflected throughout the home - from Durwood's 
· fingerprint on the design of the home to Louise's 
antique collections. 
Arch Avenue -goes artsy 
Student artists featured in Searcy Art Alley 
al~ who have contributed The art in the alley is always 
to the work in the alley these changing due to a three-month 
last few months. time limit which is meant to 
TIFFANY METTS 
student _writer 
Art Alley is one of the 
newest projects within the 
Think ART Project. This 
initiative allows artists the 
opportunity to paint a section 
of a local downtown alley. , 
Art Alley is located just 
west of the court square in 
downtown Searcy and is a 
space where amateur and 
professional artists alike can 
display their artistic abilities 
oh the walls of an old alley. 
"Searcy does not have an 
abundance of cultutal features 
right now and this is one 
that's new," Mat Faulkner, 
owner of Think Idea Studio 
and member of the Think 
ART Project committee said. 
"It's a way for local artists to 
represent themselves and the 
culture they see, which will 
change over time since it's 
an ever- changing project ." 
There have been a number 
of Harding students and 
"I think having new 
art In the alley Is a 
great way to keep 
things new and 
exciting In Searcy 
without being over 
the top." 
- Taylor O'Dell, 
Harding alumna and 
Art Alley artist 
"I really liked the experience 
because I felt like it brought 
people together," junior 
Meredith Palmer said. "I 
got to talk to a lot of new 
people and work on a project 
I haven't worked on before. I 
have done things of that scale 
before, but it was on glass and 
not on something with that 
texture, which was fun and 
a learning experience." 
Art Alley is meant to bring 
people of the community and 
tourists together in one spot. 
keep things fun and new for 
the town. 
On the first Friday of 
every month, local artists fill 
the alleyway to paint with a 
live audience and live music 
and food vendors. 
Harding graduate and Art 
Alley artist, Taylor O 'D ell, 
thrives during the live painting 
sessions. 
"The atmosphere is like no 
. other. There are so many people 
walking around watching you 
paint, which is fun because 
people will ask you questions 
about your work, and it just 
creates a great environment," 
ODell said. "I think having 
new art in the alley is a great 
way to keep things new and 
exciting in Searcy without 
being over the top." 
The next live painting is 
today at 6:30 p.m. in Art Alley, 
across from Sowell's Furniture 
in downtown Searcy. 
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